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。PTIMUM AND SUB-OPTlMUM DETECTION OF DIGITAL SEQUENCES CORRUPTED BY 
WHITE NOISE 
By J. K. HOLMES and S. BUTMAN 

2星旦旦!x.
This paper presents an optimum and a sub-optimum， but easily reali

zable， method for the detection of K binary symbols corrupted by white 
Gaussian noise with unknown mean. 

Bas主cally the optimum procedure requires picking the sequence from 
a set of �、 sequences which minimizes a certain functional. However this 
procedure requires a great deal of computation. This computational pro
blem is considerably reduced by the use of an efficient searching procedure 
developed in this paper. 

However a su弘-optimum procedure exists and is very simple to instru
ment with the advantage that decisions are made in a bit-by-bit fashion. 
This procedure is analyzed and the average error probability is obtained. 

工. 工ntroduction

Analog mechanization of the simple integrate-and-dump symbol detect
or used in binary PSK communication systems may be difficult at high data 
rates due to the inability of e1ectronically dumping in a time interval 
short compared to a pu1se duration. A possib1e a1ternative which circum
vents this problem is to digitize the integrator output and to perform the 
dumping mathematically using a digita1 computer (1，2) . The resulting det
ector， being a hybrid of analog and digital operations is the subject of 
the present investigation. 

The problem is formulated in terms of a binary antipoda1 pulse train 
corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise of unknown mean. The inclusion 
of the unknown mean accounts for unknown D.C. bias and drift which would 
norma11y be encountered in the receiver. The presence of the D.C. term 
affects the idea1 decision rule; changing it from a bit-by-bit d�cision 
scheme to one invo1ving an ordering of the detector outputs. A1though this 
is impractica1 to implement when the number of pu1ses is 1arge， it reduces 
in the case of an infinite sequence to a bit-by-bit decision scheme. 

A sub-optima1， but easi1y instrumentab1e， bit-by-bit scheme is 
ana1yzed which inc1udes the effects of a high pass filter (to remove the 
D.C. bias ) and a quantizer. 

I1. Ana1ysis of idea1ized mode1 

2.1 Formulatior1: We assume that the receiver is presented with the random 
'''aveform 
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� = :1: 1 with呈 巴拉拉probability

p(l) = p(-1) =工/2

n(t) 1s zero-mean white Gaussian noise of two sided spectra1 density 
No/2 watts/hz andμis an u此nown D.C. offset. Because μis u叫mown we 
a8訊nne， with no 10S8 of genera1ity， that it is a random variab1e with an 
underlying probabi1ity distribution p(μ) • 

Given the waveform x(t) the receiver must d缸et峙er.伊I冒mine w叫it怕h rn叫inirnurn
p戶r。的ba的bi扎1i抗ty。吋f error th加e binary 8倪eq吵uence 乏 = (ak} k=1 ' In order t。
accomt>1ish this we consider the K-dirnensióna1 sufficient statistic x = ~ 
{Xk} k=l obtained by projecting (matched filtering) x(t) onto the signa1 
space spanned by the K orthogonal basis fUnctionsφ(t-kT) k = 1，2，...爪，
thus， 九=i J x(t)φ村也叫“

= ak + nk + � 

where 凡=i J n(t)φ付﹒叫 k =川... ，K 

are 1ndependent zero-mean Gaussian variables with variance 
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2.2 The Idea1 Observer Decision Rule: The idea1 observer decision rule 
min1mizes the probabitity of error by selecting the binary sequence .a for 
which the全posterior� probability distribution p(il�) is a maximum overa11 
possible binary sequences of the sarne 1ength. Therè are at rnost 2K such 
sequences. If they are equiprobab1e， it is equiva1ent fro叩Bayes' ru1e， 

p(主|乏) = p(主|乏) p(乏)/p(乏)

to maximize the conditional probability density p(芝|主) vThich is 

p(紅)= J h|丘，μ) 的) 部 (1) 

where K K 

p(乏峙，μ)=(WNj悶r - � \' (�..ak-μ)2) 
- k=1 

Now it is necessalγto specify p(μ) . For thp sake of reaching a 
conc1usion we wi11 assume that � is Gaussian1y distributed with kno.m 

(2) 



assumption is equiva1ent to maximizing 
an average power constraint. Substi-
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where 
(5) 

is the inverse of the norma1ized �ovariance matri� of the noise plus un﹒ 
known D.C. offset， � = (2E/N

�
) E 1 (!l"1J， r)(!l袖 的TI =工+γ1 r戶， r is the ，_ I 0 ' L �_， r- ;:...， ' '，_ r- Ñ ' .J ，_ 內凹 ， ~ 

K dimensionlll vector wi th components r，. = 1 for a11 k， 1 is the KXK iden
tity matrix and the superscript T den。是es transpose. rt is obvious from 
the definition of r thllt its Euclidian norm is 

(6) K 

Equation (4) reveals that the optimum decision procedure is t。
se1ect from the set of possible binary sequences the sequence â which 
minimizes the quadratic form 

-P』卅Mr~

(7) 

(8) ^K ["k-ak﹒(三-E)]+FE(妄_ã)2
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2.3 Mechanization of the Optimum Decision Rule: A brute force approach for 
determining â entails the co呻utation of Q仰� for each one of the 2K 
possib1e binãry sequences， f0110wed by a seãrch for the minimum. However， 
a more economica1 procedure is avai1ab1e because we can determine the opti﹒ 

--Q(乏，乏)



mum sequence in c10sed form 'I>，hen a is he1d fixed. We observe that a C8n 
t8ke on one of the K+1 v81ues 

- 2J 、8 _ = -;;- - J. J K - J = O，1，2，...，K (12) 

k where J is the number of l's in 8. There are (�) sequences with J l's J and hence with a = a _ ﹒ - -
Let AJ denoteVthe set of sequences with 8 = 8J 8nd 1et 

Q，� = min 
- 8&A � '、， .J 

Q，(x，a) (13) 

= mln 
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Then it is c1ear that the sequence 8 T corresponding to Q，T is the one with ~δ the J l's opposite the 1argest J e1ements of x. Next， since 

m�n Q，(x，a) = min Q， T = Q， 幣!-- ""，--，-， '-:Ï- ""J ""J (14) 

it fo11ows immediate1y that â =乏J﹒
The process of determining the 1argest J components in x for 

J=O，1，2，...，K imp1ies that we tr8nsform芝into l where the co嚀。nents of l 
are the components of x arr8nged in decreasing order， thus， y、 三 y呵， ...， 
這Yv ' The transformat�on is non-singu1ar and measure preservÍng 6èc8Usè 
11芝W'= 11訓. A1so三=7. Let立be the KxK matrix representing this trans
form8tion. then it shou1d become evident that the co1umns of U are a ner
mutation of the co1umns of the identity matrix工， and U UT =..... UT U = I. 
Now since 

l=E_三 (15) 
and defining 

b = Ua (16) ~ 
we see that 

Q，(克，;:) = Q，(乏，乏) (17) 

Since b = 8 we see that � is in AJ if and on1y if � is in AJ' 
Therefore， we have ..... υ 

Qγ = min Q，(y，b) d b eAJ
~~ 

j (y孔)2 + 手 (y d-t 恥 ﹒ 字 )2 (19) !_ '''k 人 k - ， K+À 
k=l k=J+l 

(18) 



because the ordering Y1 � Y2 逗，• • • ，這YK and the constraint that b 1s ln 
A 幻nply tbat the optimum cnoice for b 

T 
is b，. = 1 for k s: J， otherwise 一 J - - -k 

b_ = -1. 
且 From (19) it fo11ows that Q. satisfies the recursion formula J 

1. í . 2J-K(ÿ+1)-1 1 QT = Q ﹒勾 ! Y T + -" ;;l� - ( - ! ， L"J K+). j (20) 

where the initial condition is 
K � 

= 寸 的 +1)2 . E-
L '''k -， K+). 

k=工
(ÿ +1)2 (21) 

The index J* for which Q 著s:QT for a11 J手J* determines that ô = b苦 ，J - ....J - -_ --- - I 
that is 
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A schematic diagram of the operations invo1ved in幻np1ementing the 
optimum decision rule is given in Figure 1. The equipment comp1exity is of 
。rder K 10g 玄， main1y to c訂ry out the ordering on x. That is， most of the 
equipment is for generating the transformation U(w叮ch is a fÙnction of x). '、，
2.4 Sub-Optimum Decoding: The equipment comp1exity in the optimum receiver 
becomes int。工erab1y 1arge as K increases. A sub-optimum procedure which is 
much s訂np1er can be derived by examining the situation as K approaches in
finity. We bave， using the Law of Large Numbers， that 

lim x 
k叫個

= J.I. (2的

and 
1im a =。
K-個

(25) 

白lUS， for 1arge va1ues of K 
' Q(乏，主)自11三﹒μL -d|2 +Jx (26) 

and the best choice of â is in thls case '、，
已k = sgn ("k-μ) (27) 

hence âk = sgn ("k-三) (28) 
The above decision procedure is optimum in the 1imit as K司咽and

may be approximated by means of a high-pass fi1ter， in tandem with the 
matched fi1ter as described in Section 3. 



1II. Analysis o� an easily instrumentab1e detector 

3.1 Ana1ysis: A di��erent mechanization o� the usua1 matched �i1ter det
ectorl玄employed in this section �or symbo1 detection (1，2). The approxi
mate matched �i1tering is accomp1ished with a simp1e RC 10w pass �ilter in 
conjunction with a computer to �orm a digital (or mathematical) rather than 
an electronic， dump， as i11ustrated in Figure 2. 

The noisy input p盟問s s， x(七)， which is composed o� a series o� bi
na可取斗ses o� a可litude抖�together with white noise is �ed into the symbol 
detector. 會le unit gai♂�plifi��s are employed

-
t�

-
p;�vid; i;;iati叫1

stages. The 10w pass R，C， combination in conjunction with the com趴lter1�1 
�orms the estimate o� the-sign o� the symbols every "T" seconds. The comp-
uter �orms the statistic 

Z(kT) = Y(目) - Y(kT - T) exp [-T/R1C1J (29) 

where Y(kT) is the output o� the filter combination at time kT. The sole 
purpose o� the high pass RC �ilter (of Fig. 2) is to "remove" any D.C. bias 
。r slow dri�ts that might arise in the amplifiers or in previous circuitry. 
With the high pass fi1ter removed it is easy to show that the output at 
time kT， �or a sequences of pulses， is given by 

Y(kT) = � � [1-P1J + P1Y(kT﹒的 (30) 

where ρ1 = exp [-T/R1C1J﹒ Hence "dumping" is effected by subtracting the 
initia1 condition P1Y(kT﹒T)， leaving just the output due to the present 
symbol. 1t is easy to show (without the high pass filter in the circuit 
and with。的the un�own mean) tha�

. 
as R1C1 a!，proach�

.
s i�finity ��e output 

signal-to-noise ratio approaches the same-va1ue as the known optimum 
"integrate and dump" system. Also， the effect of the high pass �i1ter is 
negligible if R2C2 > > R1C1 . 

1n order to compute the probability of error we must assume sαne
thing about the statistics of the data sequence. Hence， as in Section 2， 
we assume the "reasonab1e case" when the input symbo1s are independent 
from symbol to symbol， i.e. 

k 
p(a，J = lT p(a，J (31) -_. i=工 一

:1包.，a，. " .. .a，). In this analysis it is assumed that the D.C. '::'k I令有c''''k-l' ''.�l ' 
bias term 叫苦 μ has been removed by the high pass filter by turning the 
receiver on sufficiently long before the reception of the signa1s. 

Define �， the decision statistic generated by the c。峙的缸， as 

� = Yk - POYk-1 
where Yk = Y(叫and Po = exp [♂/ROCOJ﹒ In genera1， due to component 
tolerances， Pl手pO' Hence， to consider the stationary case we can 
write 



h(的) { I ajø(叫)+吋)} d'l' 
(34) 

where h(T) 1s the i呵u1se response of the 10w pass-high pass fi1ter combinat1on. The probabi1ity of error can .easily be computed for a particu1ar sequence of忌， then the result averaged over a11 the random variab1es of 
2;三;-Je?ot;1:2trrJEAsi:ι::::;1立r:::1:12::1:ezbt注:
the conditiona1 mean and variance to find the conditiona1 probabi1ity of error. Now 

and from (34) 
E[�I!k] = E[Ykl!k] - Po E[Yk_11!k] 

kT kT 
E[Y山.k] = I

哺
h(kT - u) I 

(35) 
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(36) 

where E[﹒] is the expectation operator. It is easy to show that， for the 10w pass-high pass fi1ter of Figure 1， the impulse response is given by 
2 

h(u)=;學 師(啥。u)-Jb 叫(引) ， u � 0 (37) ""2 ""1 - ""2 ""1 -

bereα= 1/R.C i -'.'1 �i Eva1uating (36) in conjunction with (37) the conditiona1 mean is found to be given by 
" 

叫|屯] =叫去ak叫+乏足川i(pi-mflh
個

-長江-P2) L (p � - 叫-1)a叫
j=1 J 

Defin1ng the second term minus the third term in (38)的丸， the residua1 error， we have � 
E叫!k] = 金三 九(P2-P1)+ ek 品 .�.. .....1 .....2 

Consider the condit1ona1 variance term，σ2， using the conditiona1 expectation E 是k

(38) 

J=叫(九﹒叭-1.k凡-叭_11!k])2}

已[([ h(回﹒川



Which， after sσme algebra， yie1ds the fo11owing 

2
「[. 2 a /吵: . (ρP1+ P2)0'1' 

σ =寸τ 可Z石; Iγ4 ρPo - ζ句叫ρ句o � 
(川α吭1 - α0'2)ρ)2 ) J ( 切) 

Therefore the condit1oned random variab1e �I� is Gaussian with mean 

{E/T α『「?τ二 九 ( P2- P1) + 6k and variance g1ven by Equat10n (40). 
"'1 �2 

Now the average probab11ity of error is obtained by averaging over 
a11 the sequences， i.e.， 

九 = J ... J p[E L�kJ P(�)他 (她)

To eva1uate the first integra1 note that P(�) =封(1-�) +封(l+ak) and 

p[EI�k_1J = I
九

叫起]內)面k (山)

which yie1ds 

p[EI乏k_"lJ =全世[� > Olak= -1 ，此_lJ +主Pr[�< 01 ak=l，匙_lJ

For simp1ification in notation we sha11 not write the conditioned set 是k-1
exp工icit1y henceforth. Since � is conditiona1ly Gaussian we can show 
that 

� _ _ I _ � roo 1 r ‘ (Z +γ- 6k)2 
1 

Pr[� > Ol�= -lJ = .1 _ L 2 exp 卜金 2 
“ I dZ υO叫2rrσ:- l σ l 

and 

Pr[九〈村工J = 人 J2rra2 
" 

where for convenience we have 1et y be 

一位
M梢

At th1s point one can "continue and obta1n an exact expression for 
the uncondit1ona1 probabi1ity of error but this probabi1ity invo1ves an 
1nfinite summation of comp1ementary error functions which would invo1ve 
1engthy ca1cu1ations to evaluate. To ame1iorate this situat10n a reason
ab1y good approximation can be made. The approximation invo1ves the re
p1acement of e，_ wi th $，� where 6，� is a Gaussian random variab1e wi th the k ...._- - "k 
same mean and variance as 6k﹒Since 6k is given by 



J可否α工 111 
j 3.1) (川) : (pl -叭 a恥ek α1 -α2 j=l 

。。 33.1) P/Th (1-P2) I (均)(p� - PoP2u-� )ak_j α工﹒α2 j=工
where of course the ak's are random variab1es taking on va1ues 1 and -1 
wi th probabi1i ty one ha1f， 'l>le see that the mean is 

E[ ekJ = 0 since E[�J = 0 
Carrying out七he a1gebra and noting that E[ a � a � J = 6�. we obtain for the ri.J "ji 
variance 

2(;)αi 「 l-p 、 2(1-P1)(1-P2) (P1-PO) (P仇)2
σ;有苟言|可(們0)+ 1.m 

1 - P門 。l
+ γ了-:=-(P 0 _ p�)C. I J.. T P2 ζV J (46) 

Hence within the approximation for ek we have for the average pro
babi1ity of error 

pg= U zjf (音吋

(z+Y+e�)元 、
+芝 e河 - 2 -- I ì 

工-
ccs (47) 

But山ce e� is a symmetric rando肌variab1e with zero mean we see that ek 
and - e，� have the same statistics. Therefore the average error probabi1ity 
can be"written as 

PE= 〈 C z于 刊主
(
z7

) l tτ 什是]臼
(48) 

Furthermore， it is not hard to show by direct ca1culation that 

ìVhere 
刊后甘

心(x) = J 才 叫， 也 dt

(49) 



Consequent1y， the average probability of error is given by 
r:::- ct .. 

句 zt一(P2 - P1) ....1 甲乙

N(\α: 門 前在) 11-ρ、 司 xv -f一 (1 + P� - 2p(\F，) +-=-ι--;:;1守主土(p、-p(\) ι + F，.， J α1TQ'2 'V 'V .J.. (α工﹒α2) <:: \ .l.TP1 . .1. • V γ 
(50) 

where 

九= PPL(Pl+P2)α1α2+pd 
(α﹒ )

2 
1 α2 

(51) 

and 
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(52) 

Some specia1 cases of interest can be obtained from this genera1 
result. First 1et α司= 0 which is equiva1ent to removing the high pass 
fi1ter from the dete已tor. We obtain 

I (1 - P可) l 
P� = erfc l I4 刊 (53)- I I N�('JI_ Tr � � _ � 1 I N是!.1 1 -P� + (Po -ρ1)

2 
+計f(pf州

21 I l' -- L - - - - "' 1 - - J I 
E _ _ _ 

__. 
From this result we see as ;;-一τ司，惘。btain an irreducib1e error due t。

訓oCl'l.L
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Note that although (53) was obtained by approximating e with e� if P1 = Po 
then the error expression (equation 53) reduces tο a known主旦旦resu1t
namely r -，  

們 且I I 4E 1 - P1 I ..... = P"'T� I 1 ---- -一--- ， -E ----I iNoCl'lT 1 + P1 I 
A 10wer bound to the probabi1ity of error can easi1y b� obtained fr咽(43)
direct1y: 
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And this lower bQ盟 ld is always less than the approximate resu1t of equa
tion (50) for �E/T >。
3.2 Effect of the Quantization Noise: Up to this point we have tacitly 
assumed that a11 signals fed to the com仰ter are in analogue form. However 
digital computers require a binary representation of the signals. A quant
izer (A/D converter) can be used to effect this transformation. Conse-
quently in this section we consider the effect on perfoI可nance of placing a 
quantizer at the output of the high pass filter (of figure 2) feeding t。
the computer. 

To analyze the effect of the quantizer on the digital dump system 
we take the vie.�oint that the quantized output is composed of the true 
output plus quantization noise. In order to proceed to an expression for 
the probability of error， the distribution of the quantization noise must 
be specified. Of course the d.istribution in the quantum levels are deter
mined by the distribut.ion of the .incoming waveform .if we neglect the in-
ternal no.ise of the quant.izer. However .in most cases this d.istribution is 
very d.ifficult to determ.ine and therefore usually， in most analyses， the 
author ，.1ill hypothesize a distribution in the gap. In practice small gap 
quantizers (e.g. 的bit A/D cor附rters) have been observed (3) to have 
quantization (conversion) noise with distributions resembling a quantized
Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of several s. 白lÏs distri
bution is primarily due to the internal noise of the quantizer. 工n large 
gap quantizers (e.g. 8 level) a UIliform distribution is probably a more 
accurate model. In this paper we shall consider only a sma11 gap quantize� 
Therefore， we hypothesize that the quantizer output can be expressed as 

X(kT) = Y(kT) + u(kT) (56) 
where u(kT) is the quantizer noise at time t = kT and that u(kT) is a nor
mally distributed random variable satisfying 

E[u(kT)] = 0 ， E[u(l的〕 u(JT)]= ds26jk (57) 
[In effect .... 'e are approximating a "discrete Gaussian" distribution with a 
continuous Gaussian distribution.] Here e is a constant of the system， s 
is the quantum level spacing， aIld Ôjk is the kronecker delta. It will be 
further assumed that there 1s a suffic1ent number of levels L so that 

P [Y(kT) � Ls ] < < PE 
where PE is the average probability of error of a bit. 

The computer forms the decision statistic 

Z(kT) = X(kT) - X(kT-T) exp (-T/ROCO) 
which after uSing (56) the above equation becomes 

�=丸- POYk-1+ �-PO�-l 

In equation
_(58) we have simplified the notation， i.e. Z(kT) = 丸 and

(58) 

ρo = exp (﹒/ROCO) ' Wi th the assw呼tion thathis an independent Gaussian 
random variab�e the modification of the previoûs analysis to include �uan-
tization is greatly simplified. Again， fixing the sequence �k' it i5 easy 



to show �I乏k is a Gaussian randorn variable with its rnean and variance 
given by 

hkk]= ;是 ak(P2-Pl) + ek 

v [丸|主KJ=半 [ 2 。吵丟(P山)?+吋
]) I吟 so:;..(1句。)。 (α1 - α2) 」

(59) 2. 2 = σ T σq 

\>Ihere e，_ is the second ang. third terms of (38). And c/ represents the 
k. _ ， _ _ \ . .. 2 first tërm of (59) w ithσrepresenting the second term which exhibits the 

conditional va�i��ce and-80nsêquent工y the effect of the quantizer. It is 
easy to show， using the sarne approxirnation for e，. as before， that the prob
abi1ity of error can be expressed as 

個 個
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After uSing (49) and some algebra we get七he fina1 resu1t 

(61) 

2 _2 2 2 2 where σ� = ß -s- and γ，σ， and σare given by equations 40， 44 and 46 res﹒ 區 內 Epectively. Clear1y as ð ζ - 0 thc: result is identica1 ，，1ith the probability 
of error expression deri�ed assuming no quantization (equation 50). 

IV. Conclusions 

The optimum decision procedure for detecting a sequence of K bin
arγpulses irnbedded in additive white Gaussian noise with unknown mean has 
been derived and shmoffi to inv01ve an ordering of the received noisy data. 
Since ordering of the Kth pu1se inv01ves log2K operations it is clear1y 
impractica1 for 1arge va1ues of K. However， for very large values of K 
decoding on a bit-by-bit basis is feasib1e and is in fact asyrnptotica11y 
optirnurn as K tends to infinity. This is because the unknown rnean (or D.C. 
bias) wi11， by the Law of Large numbers and the ergodic hypothesis， be 
equa1 to the time average of the received signa1. Therefore， the rnean 
becomes "better known" as K increases and can be subtracted out. This， in 
fact， is the function of the high-pass filter ，，/hich approximates the aver
aging process needed to remove the bias. Sirni1ar1y， the 10w pass fi1ter 
approxirnates an idea1 integrator as c10se1y as desired， and a1so a110ws 
the emp10yrnent of the digita1 dump a1gorithrn to rnathematica11y dump the 
rnatched fi1ter. 



The main result of section 3 is the expression for the probabi1ity 
of error for the digita1 dump system. Figure 3 i11ustrates the effect of 
the high pass circuit on the system and figure 4 depicts the probabi1ity 
of error versus E/N

O
T， "typica1" parameter va1ues. 
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